
What scares you the most about 
your IT infrastructure? Sponsored by

Ready to fight your fears?
Start using your free Logentries account at logentries.com.

Fear of Change

Fear of Cost

Not all fears are rational...

Face your fears 

The top 4 things that scare IT professionals
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Human Error
More security concerns are related 
to user error rather than brute-force 
attacks 15% vs. 9%. 

"The move to a more 
centralized structure for 
all IT services, although 
positive with regards to 
efficiency and effectiveness, 
has created a larger gap 
between IT experts and 
academic programs."

~Mauricio C.

Networking is Complex 
Fears specifically related to the 
complexities of networking concerns 
7% of respondents.

"The thing I'm most 
concerned about is the 
complexity of SDN (Software 
Defined Networking) in 
cloud environments. 
Networking itself is complex 
enough in the traditional 
world, but when it comes 
to the Software Defined 
abstraction of network 
functions this can be a 
real challenge..."

~Matthias B.

Cost is always a concern with IT Professionals. This concern was also seen across 
all categories. 

Good log management can help you �ght your fears. As infrastructure moves 
to the cloud and becomes more complex, having the ability to e�ectively 
monitor and troubleshoot these systems is imperative. Using a log management 
tool like Logentries can decrease your infrastructure, personnel, and support 
costs, making it easier to sleep at night. 
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"The constant requirements to 

always upgrade software and 

hardware to the “latest version” "
~Femi O.
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